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Since the 2020 election, Future Majority has surveyed 97,604 voters across the nation. And 
since our founding, Future Majority has surveyed 172,489 voters. We have also conducted 
dozens of metaphor elicitation studies to uncover the why behind what motivates voters’ 
perceptions of government, political groups, and more. 

Unless otherwise specified, the data is from a November 16-21, 2022 survey of 1,923 voters 
in 34 competitive congressional districts (decided by +/- 5% in 2022). The survey has a 
margin of error of 2.6%. The states where congressional districts in the survey were 
located included Arizona, Colorado, Michigan, Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, 
Pennsylvania, Washington, and Wisconsin. 

Future Majority would like to thank all the patriots who work tirelessly to keep America 
moving forward. Together, we will build a governing majority for the people. 
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Future Majority offers three early key takeaways from the 2022 Midterms - just follow the money…

1) The Democrats effectively contrasted with Republicans’ agenda: According to the Washington Post , 
Democrats spent $174M on abortion, $114M on Social Security/Medicare, $56M on character from Sept. 
5 to Nov. 5 on ads in Congressional Races 

• On Abortion: The Dobbs decision was a political earthquake - 57% disapprove of the SCOTUS 
decision, including 65% of suburban women and 69% of voters 18-34 years old. Kansas was an 
early indicator of issue motivation

• On Social Security/Medicare: The Rick Scott/GOP plan was the best attack we have tested. 70% of 
voters rejected the proposal, including 56% who strongly oppose it (March 2022 survey) 

• On Extremism: By a 48%-42% margin, voters think there are more political extremists in the GOP 
than in the Democrats. Independents believe the sentiment 44% to 41%. Note: This was a 6-point 
increase in voters identifying more extremists among the Republicans since a similar poll in May. 
See pages 84-86 for more data on this point.
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Three Early Takeaways from 2022



2 ) Republicans misread the electorate. According to the Washington Post, Republicans spent $148M 
on taxation, $104M on inflation, $98M on Biden, and $81M on crime from Sept. 5 to Nov. 5 on ads in 
Congressional Races.  However: 

On Taxes: It is a mixed bag. Currently, voters prefer the Democrats’ position on taxes 47% to 45%,      
Independents split at 43%. There seems to be some lasting residue from the Trump Tax 
Cuts where they favored ultra wealthy

On Inflation: Voters blame corporate gouging or market forces – not the Democrats. Just 34%   
blame President Biden, while 39% blame big corporations gouging customers and 
16% blame increased supply and demand 

On Biden: Voters prefer President Biden over Donald Trump 47% to 43%

On Crime: While 72% of voters feel safe in their community, it is important to study the effects of 
local and national media coverage regarding crime on the vote, particularly in places like  
New York and California

Note: Republicans tried to connect the dots, sometimes successfully, on the larger cost of living issue. However, 
they failed to put forth any substantive policy alternative – and Republicans had a record of voting against most 
popular measures that would have lowered costs. 5
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Three Early Takeaways from 2022

“Undercutting the GOP advantage was that 
independents favored Democrats by 4 points 
nationally, the survey found, and by a far more 
substantial 18 points in Pennsylvania, 28 points in 
Georgia and more than 30 points in Arizona.”

3) Democrats’ candidates (and resources) matter. 
Democrats were strong. Early investments into key states 
worked. Democrats have gotten much better at defining 
themselves and their own stories. 

The campaign around the freedom to choose was 
particularly persuasive in defining the Republicans as 
extremists. And, yes, Republicans continue to have a 
serious Donald Trump/MAGA problem.
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Critical to Midterm: Democrats Taking Back the Freedom Frame

We are very proud of Future Majority’s 5-year effort on this front
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Case Study: Shapiro Defends Freedom in PA

Pennsylvania Governor-elect Josh 
Shapiro on defending freedom –
successfully contrasting with his 
opponent on reproductive freedom 
and other individual freedoms. 

The data shows that this is an 
effective and credible message for 
Democrats to use while advocating 
for their policy agenda. (A short video 
clip was played for the survey)

Photo: Emma Lee / WHYY
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Agreement with Shapiro’s Message
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Credibility of Shapiro’s Message
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Democrats Need to Continue to Focus on the Freedom Frame

CO/NC/PA-17/NY -3,4,17,18,19,22 – Oct 4-8, 2022

This chart looks at the impact of trust of the 
political groups on a variety of issues and the 
likelihood of supporting a Democrat for 
U.S. House.

To do this, we did a marginal effects 
regression. The process tries to isolate the 
impact of each variable on the likelihood of 
supporting a Democrat. If someone moves 
from trusting Republicans to trusting 
Democrats, the coefficient tells us how much 
that increases the likelihood of supporting 
Democrats. The y-axis that goes up and down 
is the coefficient of each variable in this 
regression. The items at the top of the chart 
strongly impact the vote. The items at the 
bottom of the chart have little to no impact on 
the vote. If someone goes from trusting 
Republicans to Democrats on “protecting 
individual freedoms,” that will have a 
substantially larger impact on the vote than if 
someone moves from trusting Republicans to 
Democrats on “making the US a global tech 
leader in innovation.” The items to the right 
are issues voters trust Democrats more. The 
items to the left are issues voters trust 
Republicans more.

The main points are that a) Democrats are not 
more trusted than Republicans on protecting 
individual freedoms, and b) if Democrats are 
able to move voters’ trust on this measure, it 
will move voters to support Democrats more 
than any other issue.
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Agreement with Freedom Statements (% Strongly Agree)



Future Majority Recommends Democrats Focus on Three Areas: 

• Economic Opportunity - Make the American Worker the Hero of our Story

• Currently, Democrats trail Republicans by 11% on providing economic freedom, 11% on rebuilding America’s 
economy, and 5% on creating middle-class jobs. The prior page shows that in addition to individual freedom, 
focusing on rebuilding America’s economy, opening opportunities for the future, and investing in America’s 
infrastructure moves votes. The good news:

• The Biden-Democrat record on the economy is extraordinary in giving Americans a fair shot, but unknown 
• 10M+ jobs created – 5x as many jobs created under the last three Republican Presidents combined
• Made in America: 88% want the US government to focus on making as many things as as possible in the 

United States to create and maintain jobs 
• CHIPS: 48% of voters have heard of the CHIPS and Science Act (Oct 2022 Survey), but 78% support its 

provisions (August 2022 survey). CHIPS is about competitiveness, especially standing up to China, where 
Democrats trail Republicans by 22-points 

• Infrastructure: Voters trust Democrats over Republicans by 9-points on improving the nation’s 
infrastructure

• Democrats should continue to focus on putting more money in people’s pockets – but not government money -
on issues like student debt, childcare, lowering health care costs, and preventing price gouging. The Biden 
Administration cracking down on junk fees and airline accountability are great examples 
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Looking to the Future | For the People
Note: All issues areas can be messaged through 

the Freedom Frame



Future Majority Recommends Democrats Focus on Three Areas:

• Defending Freedom and Democracy

• Currently, Democrats lead Republicans on who voters trust to defend American democracy and the 
freedom to vote by five points, and by four points among Independent voters  

• 97% of voters agree that “Americans should have the freedom to choose their elected 
representatives, without the threat of fraudulent votes and rigged intervention to sway the results.”

• Wide majorities support efforts to keep voting free and fair while cleaning up corruption. 82% of 
voters say they believe political corruption impacts their daily life, 95% support ending partisan 
gerrymandering, and 53% support the provisions of the Electoral Count Reform Act

• Recommendation: Democrats should revisit H.R. 1 – the For the People Act, the most sweeping 
anti-corruption bill since Watergate, and make it one of the first discharge petitions in the 
House. Play offense on ethics
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Looking to the Future | For the People



Future Majority Recommends Democrats Focus on Three Areas:

• Stronger, Safer Communities 

• Currently, Democrats trail Republicans by 17-points on who voters trust to keep their community 
safe from violent crime (but note that 72% of voters feel safe in their community). Democrats lead 
Republicans by 9-points on who voters trust to keep kids safe from gun violence 

• SAFE Act: 92% support the provisions of the proposal to provide local police with officer safety, 
de-escalation, and domestic violence response training, as well as body cameras and expanded 
mental health resources 

• 93% agree that ”Americans should have the freedom to live in safe communities, free of gun 
violence and where they are treated fairly by law enforcement and where police provide a 
sense of security

Note: Future Majority believes that the infrastructure bill, clean air and water, and fighting to put 
more money in people’s pockets fosters stronger, safer communities. Needs to be an All-In 
approach. 
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Future Majority Recommends Democrats Always be Pivoting:  

• Voters want government to focus on things that matter, not political revenge. 64% of voters (95% of 
Democrats, 67% of Independents) say they think the Republican-controlled Congress will focus more 
on attacking Joe Biden and Democrats rather than passing legislation to deal with the nation’s 
issues. Voters are much less interested in Congress investigating conspiracies than they are issues 
that affect their daily lives. (see page 36)

• Members, Candidates, and Talkers can say, “While the Republicans are focused on political revenge 
and chasing right-wing conspiracy theories, Democrats are putting people over politics by focusing 
on…”:  

• Improving Economic Opportunity 

• Defending Freedom and Democracy

• Building Stronger, Safer Communities
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A Window to Define the Next Leaders

All Voters Democrats

Independents 2022 GOP House / Not 2020 Trump
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Reminder: House Democrats’ Policy Agenda Is Popular

Future Majority voter research shows the For the People policy agenda is popular with voters. The effective contrast 
between the For the People agenda and extremists helped Democrats defy historical trends, resulting in the best 
midterm performance for an incumbent party in decades.  
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A Key Part of 2024: Made in America
In addition to defining Democrat-efforts to protect 
individual freedom, Democrats should highlight 
President Biden’s incredibly popular Made in America 
and competitiveness policy agenda. Americans see 
themselves as the hero of the story - and they are the 
hero of President Biden’s Made in America policies. 

A resounding majority want the US to focus more of its 
economic policy toward Made in America. 

1) Made in America is about jobs and putting more 
money in people’s pockets

2) Made in America curbs our dependence on foreign 
entities, particularly on supply chain issues and 
energy 

3) Made in America is all local, local, local – increasing 
opportunities in communities across America 
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Agreement with Statement
“What might have worked in the past no longer does. Unless the American government adopts an industrial 
policy that brings back manufacturing and prevents companies from leaving to take advantage of cheap 
foreign labor, we will fall further behind China and be more vulnerable to shocks in global supply chains.”

NV/PA/WI/Swing CDs– August 2022
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Concern about How Many Essential Products Are Made Outside the US

NV/PA/WI/Swing CDs– August 2022
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Greater Priority for US Economic Policy

NV/PA/WI/Swing CDs– August 2022
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Watch: “Made in America,” the best-
performing creative that moves voters +7-

points in our testing, here. 

Watch: “Information Highway,” a top-
performing creative that moves voters +4-

points in our testing, here. 

Effective Messaging to Promote Made in America
We tested six versions of ads promoting Made in America 
policies and noted a measurable increase in support for the 
Democrats’ agenda in swing areas

1,213 likely voters in 37 congressional districts decided by +/- 5 points and 1,093 likely voters in PA surveyed May 10-14, 2021

https://youtu.be/8Uig5Ma3sP8
https://youtu.be/gwV0Fa4eBhQ


Future Majority Recommends Democrats Focus on Three Areas:

1. Improve Economic Freedom and Opportunity: Expand the Freedom Frame arguments into Economic 
Freedom and Justice, while focusing on Made in America policies. Echo the Made in America theme 
wherever the opportunity presents. Fight back against the conservative media machine’s efforts to 
set the narrative about the economy

2. Defending Freedom and Democracy: Stay the course on individual freedom and draw sharp contrasts 
with Republican-efforts to limit Americans’ rights 

3. Building Stronger, Safer Communities: Support for key investments is popular with voters. Democrats 
should be loud and proud about delivering historic investments in clean air and water, renewable 
energy, expanding broadband internet access, and rebuilding America’s crumbling roads and bridges. 
Democrats have a tremendous record of accomplishments and a talented bench of leaders to sell 
them

These tactics will prepare Democrats for the likely upcoming battle over freedom in 2024. 
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Recap: Key Recommendations 
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Lay of the Land:  
BIG RED FLAGS Moving Forward 
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Voters Feel Exceedingly Negative about the Government and Direction of the Country

2,015 voters nationally, November 4-7, 2022

3,386 voters nationally, October 4-8, 2022
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Voters Are Negative Toward Elected Officials Touting the Economy

3,386 voters nationally, October 4-8, 2022
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Compared to the Cost of Living, Is Your Income…?
% Falling Behind the Cost of Living
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Do You Have an Emergency Fund to Cover a $1,000 Expense?
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Do you feel like people like you have a fair shot to succeed in America?

Financial 
Security 
Grade
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View of the Future in Light of the Election

How do you feel about 
America's future?

Given the results of 
the recent election, 
thinking about your 
own life, do you see 
things…
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Favorability of Leading Political Figures

All Voters Democrats

Independents 2022 GOP House / Not 2020 Trump
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DeSantis Is The Strongest Republican with Fox News Viewers

Frequent Fox Viewers

88

64

70

48

48

21

22

Total 
Favorable
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Defining DeSantis
DeSantis and Freedom: Florida Governor Ron DeSantis must be taken seriously and will be a 
Republican standard bearer, even if he is not their nominee in 2024. His approval is high (88%) 
among Republicans in our data. And DeSantis wraps himself in the flag of freedom (as he has done 
in his gubernatorial campaigns). 

• 56% of voters agree that “The Republican Party talks a lot about freedom, but they only value 
freedom when it comes to their supports and not anyone who disagrees with them.” 

• Democrats have an opportunity to define Republicans as anti-business if DeSantis takes 
center stage. DeSantis’ crusade against so-called “woke” businesses presents an opportunity 
for Democrats to drive a wedge. In a May 2022 survey, 57% of voters in the competitive 
congressional districts surveyed said that Disney had the freedom to speak out against 
DeSantis’ ”Don’t Say Gay” bill. 

• DeSantis talks about freedom of speech but is banning books in Florida. 72% of voters in 
competitive congressional districts say they would consider or definitely vote for a candidate 
who uses the slogan “Stop Book Banning” (May 2022 survey)

Too many pundits are using if’s, and’s, & but’s about DeSantis. It is clear from 2022 that he used 
overwhelming force to redefine the Florida political landscape and should not be underestimated.
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Thoughts on Upcoming Investigations… 

Positive Sentiment: The conservative media empire, foreign actors, and MAGA work around the clock to 
drive negative sentiment. This will ramp up even more around the inevitable House Republican 
investigations. It is imperative that Democrats drive a positive, hopeful message and invest in boosting 
good news - especially at the local level. 

Future Majority recommends pivoting to the positive work being done and not getting into the mud of 
right-wing conspiracy investigations that voters are much less interested in. 

Example: Conservative Media Machine and Crime: 
FOX News and their allies beat the drum on crime 
and then magically disappeared after the election. 
Even FOX News will adjust to the marketplace if 
their misinformation does not work. 
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Support/Opposition to Proposed Investigations

All Voters Independents
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Which Party Do You Trust on the Following?
Democratic Advantage or Split
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Which Party Do You Trust on the Following?
Republican Advantage
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Where People Get Their News
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How Often People Watch…
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The Freedom Frame
Future Majority has advocated for the Freedom Frame since our founding in 2017. 
This message frame has proven to be effective both in voter research and in practice by 
Democrats on the ballot in 2022. 

Message Recommendation:



Early Research Recommended Framing “Freedom”

Then: Now: Future Majority Jan. 2018 recommendations for the 
Democrats’ brand: Let’s Build Freedom…

42

In June 2018, “91% of voters 
said that Freedom was the 
most important value to them, 
and that government should 
enable Americans to have the 
freedom to build a better 
future.” 
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Agreement with Freedom Statements (% Strongly Agree)
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Agreement with Statement about Freedom Agenda
“Do you agree or disagree that lawmakers in Washington DC should develop a policy agenda that reflects protecting American freedoms: 
individual freedoms (free speech, expression of your faith, who you love, your vote, etc.), economic freedoms (stability, social safety net to 
prevent bankruptcy when you fall on hard times) and [global/foundational] freedoms (making us safer domestically and abroad, such as 
conserving our planet's resources like air and water, ensuring Americans are protected from supply shortages, etc.)?”
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Democrats Need to Continue to Focus on the Freedom Frame

CO/NC/PA-17/NY -3,4,17,18,19,22 – Oct 4-8, 2022

This chart looks at the impact of trust of the 
political groups on a variety of issues and the 
likelihood of supporting a Democrat for 
U.S. House.

To do this, we did a marginal effects 
regression. The process tries to isolate the 
impact of each variable on the likelihood of 
supporting a Democrat. If someone moves 
from trusting Republicans to trusting 
Democrats, the coefficient tells us how much 
that increases the likelihood of supporting 
Democrats. The y-axis that goes up and down 
is the coefficient of each variable in this 
regression. The items at the top of the chart 
strongly impact the vote. The items at the 
bottom of the chart have little to no impact on 
the vote. If someone goes from trusting 
Republicans to Democrats on “protecting 
individual freedoms,” that will have a 
substantially larger impact on the vote than if 
someone moves from trusting Republicans to 
Democrats on “making the US a global tech 
leader in innovation.” The items to the right 
are issues voters trust Democrats more. The 
items to the left are issues voters trust 
Republicans more.

The main points are that a) Democrats are not 
more trusted than Republicans on protecting 
individual freedoms, and b) if Democrats are 
able to move voters’ trust on this measure, it 
will move voters to support Democrats more 
than any other issue.
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What Do You Immediately Think of When You Hear the Word “Freedom”?
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Amount of Freedom People Feel

Individual freedom - the ability to make 
important personal decisions such as who 
to marry, when to start a family, what faith 
to worship, what books you can read, and 
the ability to do what is best for your life, 
not what society demands of you. 

Economic freedom - the opportunity to 
build a prosperous life and retire with 
dignity, and you have low risk of losing your 
home or savings during hard times. 

Foundational freedom - that you can 
breathe clean air and clean water, your vote 
is counted and respected, that you can buy 
the things you need because it is made in 
America and not subject to global supply 
chain issues, and that you live in a 
community without fear of crime. 
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Which Group Is Better at Providing Freedom?
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Most Important Type of Freedom
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Most Important for You to Feel Free
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Which Group Do You Think Is More Likely to … ?
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Agreement with Freedom Statements (% Strongly Agree)



7,375 Interviews, May-August 2021 – Swing States & CDs

”I am running on 
guaranteeing five 
freedoms to address the 
needs of every child in 
America:

• Freedom to be healthy

• Freedom to be 
economically secure

• Freedom to learn

• Freedom from hunger

• Freedom to be safe 
from harm”
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Likelihood to Vote for a Candidate Saying… 
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The For the People Agenda
The elements of the For the People agenda are popular with voters and work within 
the Freedom Frame narrative

Legislative Recommendation:
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Economic Priorities for the Future

3,386 voters nationally, October 4-8, 2022
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Support for Cutting Student Loan Interest Rates
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Support for the Consumer Fuel Price Gouging Prevention Act
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Do You Support or Oppose Repealing the ACA?
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More Work to be Done Lowering Health Care Costs 
“Who do you think are most to blame for the high cost of healthcare?”
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Support for Marriage Equality
“Do you support or 
oppose a federal law 
that would guarantee 
same-sex couples 
the right to get 
married in every 
state in the country 
and have the same 
legal protections that 
marriages between 
one man and one 
woman do?”
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Support for Police Funding Bill
“Do you support or oppose a 
proposal to provide local 
police departments with 
officer safety, de-escalation, 
and domestic violence 
response training, body 
cameras, expanded mental 
health resources for officers, 
and funding to recruit new 
police officers?”

92

96
91

89

93
93

80

88
94
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Support for Ukraine
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Support for Cannabis Legalization
“Do you support or oppose 
legalizing marijuana for 
personal recreational use?”
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Support for Cannabis Decriminalization
“Do you support or 
oppose decriminalizing 
marijuana use, 
meaning that no 
arrest, prison time, or 
criminal record for the 
first-time possession of 
a small amount of 
marijuana for personal 
consumption?”
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Support for Raising the Debt Ceiling
“Do you support or oppose raising the debt ceiling, a device Congress has to authorize to pay for past spending, 
through 2025 so that the United States doesn't face a debt default next year?”
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Support for Eliminating the Debt Ceiling
“Some have argued that the debt ceiling is an unnecessary political obstacle that unnecessarily risks the full faith and credit of the United States 
and our economy since politicians can use it as leverage to force through their agenda. Do you support or oppose remove the debt ceiling?”
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Reproductive Freedom
Future Majority’s early work on freedom helped identify the “reproductive freedom” 
message frame. Now, we are launching an issue advocacy campaign to restore Roe and 
pass the Reproductive Freedom for All Act. 

FM Issue Advocacy:
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Approval of the Dobbs Decision
“Do you approve or 
disapprove of the recent 
decision by the majority in the 
U.S. Supreme Court to 
overturn Roe v. Wade and rule 
there is no Constitutional right 
to an abortion?”
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Support for the Reproductive Freedom for All Act

“There are nearly 22 million 
women and children in states 
where abortion is prohibited. Do 
you support a bipartisan 
compromise bill – the 
Reproductive Freedom for All Act –
that has been introduced in the 
U.S. Senate that would codify Roe 
v Wade by prohibiting states from 
outlawing abortion prior to fetal 
viability and in instances where 
the health or life of the mother is 
at risk, but would allow states to 
otherwise restrict abortions after 
24 weeks?”
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FM Launching Reproductive Freedom Advocacy 
Future Majority recommends Congress take action to restore the provisions of Roe by passing 
legislation that will establish baseline federal abortion rights

This legislation will restore the freedoms guaranteed by Roe and protect access to contraception as the 
fight for full reproductive freedom continues. 



CDs that Flipped from GOP to Democrat in 2018 – June 2019

Do you believe every woman has the 
freedom to choose for herself if, when 

and with whom to start or grow a family?

Do agree or disagree that a woman 
should have the freedom to choose 

whether to carry a pregnancy to term?

Do you think women should have the 
freedom to choose to have safe and 

legal abortions in all 50 states?
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The Freedom Frame is an effective argument on abortion and other individual healthcare rights 

71

Dems Must Continue to Oppose Republican Policies
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Security
Americans want to be secure in every aspect of their lives. Most voters feel safe in the 
community, but fewer feel safe in America broadly and want solutions 
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What Do You Immediately Think of When You Hear the Word “Security”?
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Do You and Your Family Feel Safe in America?

Financial 
Security 
Grade
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Do You and Your Family Feel Safe in Your Community?

Financial 
Security 
Grade
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People Feel Safer in Their Communities

Financial 
Security 
Grade
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How Secure People Feel on Various Measures

Personal security - that you and your 
family will be safe from crime and violence 
in your community, as well as broadly 
across the nation.

Health security - that you will have access 
to quality health care when you get sick, 
prevent future pandemics, and that 
Medicare will be there when you get old. 

National security - that America can 
compete with the rest of the world, build 
durable supply lines, and have an immigration 
system that treats people humanely and keeps 
out people who will harm others.

Financial security - that you will have the 
financial resources to do what you want in 
life, to afford what you need, and that 
Social Security will be there so you will have 
the ability to retire.
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Which Group is More Likely to Make You More Secure?
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Which Group is More Likely to Make The Country More Secure?
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Anti-Corruption
When more than 80% of voters think political corruption impacts their life, 
Democrats should not miss opportunities to define today’s Republicans as corrupt obstructionists. 
Since our founding, Future Majority has advocated for Democrats to embrace a stronger position 
on anti-corruption and ethics measures  
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How Much Do You Believe Political Corruption Impacts Your Daily Life?
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Support for Anti-Corruption Proposals
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Contrast Opportunities 
Democrats cannot count on Republicans to remain too extreme and must show how they 
will fight for American’s individual and economic freedoms. But while the Republican 
Congress focuses on right wing fringe conspiracy theories, Democrats can challenge the 
Republicans as too extreme, too corrupt, and too power hungry to govern
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Which Group Has More Extremists?
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Which Group Has More Extremists?
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Agreement with Statement
“The Republican Party talks a lot about freedom, but they only value freedom when it comes to their supporters and not 
anyone who disagrees with them.”
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Concern about Republicans and the Debt Ceiling
“How concerned are you that Republicans in Congress could force a default on the federal debt in order to pass cuts to Social
Security and Medicare?”
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Democrats’ Vulnerabilities
Voters are concerned that Democrats don’t have the right answers on some of the top issues 
influencing their vote 
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Concern about Democrats and the Debt Ceiling
“How concerned are you that Democrats in Congress have no plan to reduce the federal debt and will continue spending until 
the economy collapses?” 
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What Is Your Top Concern When It Comes to Democrats…?

Managing the Economy
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Who Do You Blame for Rising Crime Rates?
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What Is Your Top Concern When It Comes to Democrats…?

Handling the Rise in Crime
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Agreement with Statement about Immigration
“America has an obligation to the people trying to come to this country to treat them with respect and decency, process their application quickly 
if they are legally eligible to immigrate to America, and to deny access to those who would harm Americans.”
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What Is Your Top Concern When It Comes to Democrats…?

Managing Immigration
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Agreement with Statement about Immigration
“People in Washington DC only really care about having issues they can campaign on and attack the other side with. Take immigration. Instead 
of reforming the system so people are treated humanely, have applications of those here legally processed quickly, and doing proper vetting to 
keep dangerous people out of the country, the politicians do nothing while things keep getting worse. This has to stop.”
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Previous Future Majority Reports
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